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NEW QUESTION: 1
What does Apple recommend you do before replacing or installing
any internal parts in an Xserve?
A. Unlock all drive module bays.
B. Remove the Xserve from its rack.
C. Press the System Identifier button.
D. Remove all drive modules from the Xserve.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation Preliminary Steps You must shut down the Xserve and
remove it from its rack mount before replacing orinstalling all
internal components except the hard drives (and power supplies

on the Xserve(Late 2006 / Early 2008)). Xserve RAID has several
more components that may be 'hotswapped'without removing the
entire unit beforehand, but you should follow these steps ifyou
need to replace any internal Xserve RAID component that require
enclosuredisassembly

NEW QUESTION: 2
Examine the virtual Simulator section of the scan job report
shown in the exhibit, then answer the following question:
Based on the behavior observed by the virtual simulator, which
of the following statements is the most likely scenario?
A. The file contained a malicious image file.
B. The file contained a malicious macro.
C. The file contained a malicious URL.
D. The file contained malicious JavaScript.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is an advantage of cloud computing?
A. cast savings
B. minimal downtime
C. limited control
D. vendor lock-in
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
http://www.levelcloud.net/why-levelcloud/cloud-education-center
/advantages-and-disadvantages-of-cloud-comp
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